
Manor Lodge School Rules

This document outlines the club rules for shooting at Manor Lodge and should be read by all club
members and visitors, including non-shooting visitors.

Abbey Bowmen’s shooting is governed by the appropriate Archery GB Rules of Shooting, available at
https://archerygb.org/files/rules-of-shooting-240123160956.pdf

1. Range Layouts The shooting range must be set up according to one of the approved range
layouts. These can be viewed here, or on the website under Members->Club Documents.

2. Solo shooting is not permitted This is in accordance with the Archery GB Rules of Shooting.

3. All-carbon arrows are not permitted - Aluminium/Carbon composite arrows can be used
but not all carbon arrows. This is because a metal detector will not pick up the shaft.

4. Smoking and vaping are not permitted on the school grounds.

5. Alcohol is not permitted on the school grounds.

6. Remain within the Field Please remain within the boundary of the field while at the school.
Please avoid climbing on the fencing as some sections have barbed wire and it is not designed
to take the weight of a person.

7. Official shooting times are advertised on the club website under the Venues page and via
the club’s shooting diary (under Events on the website). Shooting outside of these times is
permitted but it must be agreed with the chair (chair@abbeybowmen.org).

8. Lost Arrows If an arrow is lost then the lost arrow process must be followed. This is available
on the website here.

9. Register Sessions To help with the running of the outdoor sessions we ask that you register
for a target or clout session. This is not mandatory but helps ensure we have the right people
there to run the session and that the correct bosses are setup from the start. To register for a
session please use these links which can be found on the website under the Members area:

o Register a target session

o Register a clout session

o View who has registered for a session (you will need to sign-in to the website to view this
information)
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